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ABSTRACT

KEYwORDS

he inhabitants of the Tichilești leprosarium experienced medical isolation
caused by a medically cured body; once an individual was diagnosed with
leprosy, he would be conined for his whole life inside this institution. hus,
former leprosy suferers had to cope with the medicalization of their daily life
while making sense of a socially incurable illness that disrupted their regular
life-trajectories.

leprosy, experience, institutionalization

T

he leprosarium of Tichileşti is
located one kilometer away from
the road connecting Tulcea to Brăila
and Galați. he institution belongs to the
administrative area of the city of Isaccea,
although it is closer to Revărsarea village.
To access Tichileşti, you must follow
a narrow road full of potholes which,
according to those who live1 there, has not
been repaired for nearly 30 years. his road
leads to the gate of the leprosarium, a place
that does not look like a hospital, but rather
more like a sanatorium. he institution is
located at the bottom of a horseshoe-shaped
valley. he most impressive buildings are
located near the gate of the institution.
On the let, beyond the fence, opposite
a cultivated ground area, you can see a
three-loor building comprising a church.
On the right, there is a small house which
accommodates the manager of the hospital,
Răsvan Vasiliu MD, who spends most of
the week here. With his help I gained access
to the leprosarium, as he is trying to open
the institution a little bit, to let the world
see that leprosy is not that frightful and
ight the isolation a little bit, as he puts it.
he manager is one of the last European
dermatologists specialized in leprosy. He is a

very active man in his mid-50s, interested in
popularizing the story of Romania’s lepers,
in order to make others aware of the realities
of this disease. Journalists, photographers
or documentarists who exposed frames of
the daily life of this institution preceded
my visit. his is how I managed to visit
the leprosarium twice, during the spring
of 2013, in order to observe the daily
activities of staf, inhabitants or visitors and
discuss with all of them without any formal
restrictions. In front of the manager’s house
the path splits into two, one ramp allowing
access to a small building hosting the mainFig. 1. The access road for the Tichilesti hospital
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1) As I will show,
individuals living in
the leprosarium were
cured of leprosy. This
is why I call them
“inhabitants” of the
institution.
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2) Due to anonymity
reasons, all the names
presented in this paper
are fictitious. As leprosy
is a highly stigmatizing
disease, I preferred
to change all of my
informants’ names in
order to keep them safe
from being recognized
by anybody outside
the leprosarium. For
the same reason, photographs shown here
will not show individual
traits of the inhabitants
of Tichile[ti.

tenance personnel, and another one to the
administrative oices. From this angle, the
entire hospital resembles a panopticon, as
the administrative staf have a good view
of all the sectors. his is also the only area
where you can get a cell-phone signal.
he second path leads down to the
area with the highest density of buildings.
On the right side, there is a popular place
with some benches and a gazebo where,
during summer, the inhabitants can have
conversations, play chess and backgammon.
Towards the right side of the valley, the
visitor can ind some living quarters,
merely wagon-shaped pavilions, where
every resident inhabits two small rooms.
here are two buildings located one ater
the other, extending to the point where the
slope starts. Not all the rooms are currently
occupied.
On the opposite side of these pavilions,
over an area looking like a plaza, one
notices medical oices and other social
spaces. hey include the oices of the

Fig. 3. Pavilions accommodating individuals
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Fig. 2. The garden of a family house

medical staf, bathrooms and toilets, the
kitchen and a club where people gather to
watch TV, play games, or read books from a
small library. he whole area is surrounded
by wooden hills where, at diferent heights,
some small two-room houses surrounded
by gardens are located; they accommodate
families created between institutionalized
individuals.2 On one of these hills, there is
also a cemetery for the inhabitants of the
leprosarium.
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Today, the hospital of Tichileşti hosts
18 residents and an almost equal number
of employees, medical, administrative and
support staf, including doctors, nurses,
accountants, the manager, a ireman and
a painter. Most of the former patients live
there permanently; some of them moved
away with their families, but are constantly
returning to the hospital. he inhabitants’
average age is quite advanced, the
youngest one being 45 years old. In terms
of contracting the disease, there are two
categories: on the one hand, there are those
who were born of families formed inside, on
the other, those who were brought in ater
having been diagnosed. he last Romanian
citizen diagnosed with this disease moved
to Tichilești in 1977.
None of the current inhabitants of the
leprosarium carry the disease anymore.
Hansen’s Disease, as it has been called
since Armauer Hansen discovered
Mycobacterium leprae, the bacteria causing
the disease, is curable today. A cocktail of
antibiotics and other drugs (Multi-Drug
herapy – MDT) can cure its two types,
pauciballary and multibacillary, in 6 to 24
months, depending on its severity. hree
days ater beginning the treatment one stops
being contagious. he severity of leprosy
varies depending on the number of bacteria
that developed inside the organism, but also
on the time the diseased waited until being
administered MDT according to certain
strict medical rules. If not properly treated,
leprosy can cause severe granulomas on
the nerves, skin and eyes. his can lead to
a loss of sensory senses, triggering limb
amputations due to unnoticed lesions,
burns or frostbites causing ierce infections.
hus, leprosy is a disease that, even if cured,
can leave marks on the body of the former
patient.
he treatment administered from an
early stage, even if not strictly followed,
made the loss of feeling in certain parts of
the limbs the main side efect of the illness
for those living in Tichilești. Severe skin
lesions are not a common efect among the

current inhabitants. From the individual’s
perception, this made leprosy easy to
conceal. From society’s point of view, the
state also had its share in making leprosy
invisible, as it created a single alternative
for those who got a strong socially disabling
disease that could have otherwise meant
homelessness. I consider Arthur Frank’s
concept of “remission society” (1997)
suitable for understanding the processes
and phenomena occurring in the case of
former leper victims. Frank talks about all
those who are doing well ater having been
diagnosed with a disease, even though they
are not considered cured (ibidem). For the
inhabitants of the hospital of Tichilești,
physical recovery should not be considered
from strictly from a medical point of view.
Skin lesions are responsible for entrenching
leprosy during the individual’s entire lifespan and creating a permanent presence
of the disease in the body. Meanwhile, the
body is not afected by pathologies anymore,
but by social responses to the disease.
hese imprints of a medically cured
disease are responsible for isolating the
inhabitants of the leprosarium even ater
the 70s, when the MDT treatment became
available in Romania. Hence, it is an
isolation based on a socially constructed
image of the disease that is legitimized by
medical knowledge, iltered through the
individuals’ personal subjectivity and that
Fig. 4. The cemetery
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of those composing the patient’s social
network. Leprosy becomes what Claire
Marin calls a “non-disease”, a pathology that
must be hidden by suferers, due to medical
categories which worsen the patient’s
personal experiences (2013). Conining
former lepers in a medical institution
provides the background for pathologizing
a current non-medical state that carries
representations of the former medical
condition. his fact can be responsible for
perpetuating isolation, due to a medical
procedure responsible for maintaining
a healthy social body (Wokaunn et alii
2006). his policy created an enclosed
space that needed to be domesticated by
those inhabiting it. According to one of the
former managers of the hospital, Nicolae
Romanescu (2002), the institution acquired
a village-type social shape as it developed
its own economic activities, feasts,
relationships, politics, classes or informal
property rights. Agriculture and crats
were the main activities of the leprosarium
inhabitants, as they provided both food and
income through the commodities produced
locally that were smuggled outside by the
non-medical staf. Of course, these activities
were violating the institution’s regulations,
which powered a continuous conlict
between inhabitants and management.
However, the years passed and the number of
inhabitants constantly decreased, leading to
the small, aged population accommodated
today at the institution. As the number of
residents dropped, the relationship between
them and the management improved.
None of the conlicts described above were
mentioned by my interlocutors during my
visit there. I would also emphasize that in
the mid 90s, doctor Vasiliu removed one of
the most oppressive regulations, authorizing
inhabitants to leave the institution on a
temporary or permanent basis. hus, the
leprosarium became a less enclosed space
that improved its inhabitants’ experiences.
“his is heaven, this is not just a living”,
Leonard asked me to send his message to
those who will be interested in my work.
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I was asked to describe the good living
conditions and the exemplary way that
people are treated by the institution for the
world to know that Tichileşti is not a bad
place. Lepers are people like everybody else
and the Wailing Valley, a place “avoided
even by the birds” as it was once said, is only
a senseless myth. Furthermore, Miruna
tells me that “my father had a saying: lepers
were cared for by the state.” For Margareta
the place “is great, God has placed us in a
forest where it’s nice. he trees bloom, we
have visitors, we have bread and God cares
for us through those who work here.”

........
The daily medicalization of the body
Being cared for means a permanent
institutional control of bodies, which
shapes daily experiences. It starts as the
disease occurs and continues throughout
hospitalization (formal status of the
Tichileşti residents, as in any other hospital
in Romania). he treatment starts just
ater the admission to the hospital. It is a
process of medical colonization (Frank
1997), as the institution claims control of
the patient’s body; it is a life-long process,
as those sufering from leprosy are hardly
able to leave the institution and regain full
autonomy. As long as (s)he is in, the patient’s
health is monitored regularly. It is a strongly
medicalized life with daily interactions
between the individual body and that
of the institution. his medicalization is
responsible for an increased longevity.
Eva, a nurse who has been working there
since the early 90s, says that the vast
majority of former lepers lived to be over
80. She attributed that to the enhanced care
received by residents. A family doctor cares
for them, monitors them, nurses administer
treatments for diferent diseases, change
bandages and give injections, and the
ambulance of the hospital carries individuals
to a bigger hospital in case of complications.
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Residents also receive three daily meals in
the cafeteria, clothes and other items such
as towels, soap or detergent. Moreover, they
earn a small allowance of 30 lei (around 7€)
of which they ought to be able to cover other
necessities. he medical staf controls all
other processes in order to keep people as
healthy as possible. Rodica, another nurse,
provides a rich description of the interplay
between the medical and the daily life in
Tichileşti:
“hey have many iles here at the oice.
hey have forms and each patient has his own
chart and with those they do not even need
a referral from Tulcea because he has all the
records here, since the admission date. On
these iles you can ind everything the patient
has had. And when they go to Tulcea… like
Camil now, his head hurts. his evening he
leaves at 4 for Tulcea. At 6 he is scheduled
to go. hey take the iles with them. hey
take him to the exam room, the institution
pays and he’s healed. For everything. his
is how it works. He goes during the night
because doctors work for private clinics in
the aternoon. Every year they have tests. Yes,
they come from Tulcea every year... both for
them and for us.
– Special tests for leprosy?
–Yes, exactly, but they also check the
glucose, cholesterol and blood pressure levels.
I actually don’t know if they do tests for
leprosy anymore. hey did a long time ago,
but now, I don’t know. And if the results are
not ok, than we can enforce a diet of, let’s say,
polenta. No more bread. Just polenta, to get
the charts back. He goes on a diet. he nurse
goes to the cafeteria oice when the menu is
decided and says: someone is on a diet, stop
giving him bread; so they receive polenta. If
the following tests come out OK, the diet ends.
All of this for a limited time, a week, two or
three… as long as the doctor believes the diet
should last.”
Former lepers conirm Rodica’s stories.
Romulus mentioned that he has “other
health problems; the nurse, the head
physician takes you to medical check-

ups, gives you your treatment and you are
bound to obey the doctor; if the doctor
says that you cannot do an exercise, you
can’t do it.” Medicalization, in its various
forms, is a common topic of discussions at
the former leper colony. Individuals living
in Tichilești become what David Le Breton
names “permanent inhabitants of the
medical planet” (2008: 317), living in the
grey area of lasting indetermination which
places the individual in a liminal place,
between a capable and incapable human
being (Ancet 2013). However, residents of
Tichileşti adjust this medicalization to their
own needs, creating forms of resistance to
the yielding of individual autonomy by the
institution’s biomedical power (Le Breton
2008). he most common form of resistance
is constructed through knowledge,
which is shaped around inluences from
eclectic sources. Biomedicine ofers an
important model of understanding disease,
which is shaped by inluences from nonmedical descriptions of the disease, daily
interactions with others sufering from
the same condition or personal symbolic
meanings of daily activities limited by
hospital regulations.
For many inhabitants of the leprosarium,
one form of resistance is adapting the
medical treatment plan according to a
personalized scheme. It is also a form of
individualization of the disease, which
is treated according to one’s own needs,
symptoms and limitations imposed on
the body. Personalizing one’s disease is a
recurrent topic, as I will show throughout
this text. Personal treatment plans are
shaped around biomedical knowledge that
is updated through personal representations
of the illness. If, in medical terms, ater the
prescribed period (which can be followed
in some cases by other external physical
reactions of the body caused by the removal
of the dead virus), the treatment should
cease, many discussions have revealed
that the inhabitants of the leprosarium
are still taking the medication frequently.
hey receive the pills from the hospital,
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which orders them from the Ministry of
Health. Eva, as a nurse, has also noticed this
behavior. She explained it as a need of the
former diseased to manage the efects of an
illness, whose lifestyle changes required by
the treatment are not strictly followed:
“Yeah, they still take it occasionally, just
outside the scheme, but this Dapsone has
contraindications, and they have a scheme
for a month or for six months; normally it is
for six months, but some of the them abuse
it; you know how it is, having a good time
or maybe somebody brings them something,
brings them a drink, and they abuse it and
then they feel that they are not well, so they
have their symptoms that they have kept in
mind and then they ask for the pills; they also
ask the doctor for it and they are given a box
and they have their stashes. heoretically,
they are not allowed this… you know… that
is the placebo efect.”
Leonard showed me his Dapsone
supply; whenever he feels that the disease
could reappear, he takes a pill. he pills are
collected in the same metal can in which
he received the treatment for the irst time.
When requested, he shares the treatment
with others. Leonard believes that the
disease, although no longer present in the
body, can always reoccur; therefore, he keeps
taking the pills. “If, ater all these years, you
ingest this Promina (the name of the former
treatment, before the introduction of MDT),
the disease is out and you no longer need to
take it, but because the body gets used to it,
it is no longer efective and then you have to
take a break and then you can take it again.”
Anghel did the same thing; he admits taking
the pill preventively, although he did not feel
ill. Mrs. Miruna, who was born here from
diseased parents, also took various forms
of treatment during her lifetime, although
she was never oicially diagnosed with the
disease. She was treated for the irst time
when she was young, at Professor Vulcan’s
recommendation, the leprosy specialist
from Bucharest who checked all the
suspected cases. Although the tests did not
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show that Mrs. Miruna was a virus carrier
(or perhaps Doctor Vulcan did not want
to communicate the news), she has been
taking the treatment her whole life, with
some discontinuities. Cornel also continues
his treatment, even if he does it at a much
lower rate than during the period when he
was sick: “I take a maintenance treatment.
For example, I take 2-3 tablets per week.
Because, like I said, it is unpredictable and
we should not enable it; especially at an old
age, you should not help it. And I’ll soon be
70 years old.”

........
Experiencing Leprosy as Biographical
Construction of the Patient
he struggle over the body is essential in
order to understand the behavior of patients
who don’t comply with medical regulations.
It is a struggle over individual autonomy,
in which the patient seeks to regain control
over decisions regarding his or her own
body. he body is not an object which can
be delivered to the institution, but a piece of
the self which needs to be re-appropriated.
It is through the body that we live, that we
experience illness, so it is the body we must
control in order to live it. he topic of the
lived body appeared in all the discussions
I had with the inhabitants of the hospital
of Tichileşti. he body is the place where
disease occurs, but also where its meanings,
values and symbols are created. Disease is
diferent from illness. Its perceptions are
constructed by means of comparisons with
the experiences of the body prior to the illness
(Simmel 1967). his bodily subjectivity
turns disease into illness, as mentioned by
David Le Breton (2010). he disease starts as
the irst symptoms of body changes appear
“and continues with labelling the suferer
by the family or by himself” (Kleinman
et alii 2006). For him, illness is shaped
by cultural factors, assessing discomfort
or processes embedded in family, social
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and cultural inluences through which
the disease is perceived, experienced and
managed (ibidem 141). For Radley, disease
imposes important limitations on the body
considered to be the place where we live our
lives and where we build social relations
(1989). Le Breton opposes, in turn, medical
symptoms to a subjective perception of
the disease. In order to understand the
condition of the patient, he proposes givingup pain and replacing it with sufering
(2010). he French anthropologist argues
that the biomedical term lacks relevance.
Sufering is the experience of pain; it’s not
medical, it’s social. Concerning leprosy,
this distinction is particularly interesting
as sufering, as I mentioned above, is related
to a body that, to some extent, does not feel
pain.
Disease also generates a biographical
rupture that occurs as the diagnosis is made
(Bury 1982). It restructures daily life and
forms of knowledge on which the patient
bases his or her values and actions, while
also afecting the family and social network
(ibidem). For those sufering from chronic
diseases, biographical rupture is not an
instant’s product, but a continuous process
(Bury 1991). he author says that the
experience of disease should be understood
within the context of a time interval that
provides an overview of each step that
builds it. herefore, disease acquires two
kinds of meanings from the patient’s
perspective: the impact and consequences
of transformations embodied in daily life,
and the social meanings incorporating all
medical conditions (ibidem 453). Kleinman
also suggests that, considering the diseased
individuals, biographies are spaces of
the embodiment of the illness, shaping
experiences of the concrete life-world (1992).
hese life-world experiences can shed light
on “immediate social existence and practical
activity, (…) biographical particularities,
decisive events and indecisive strategies”
(Jackson 1996). However, Pandora Pound
believes that this biographical rupture
should be nuanced depending on the

context in which it was produced (Pound
et alii 1998). Age, social status, gender or
any other factor can decrease the impact
of the disease on the individual’s life
(ibidem). Diferences in perceptions of the
disease for the residents of Tichilești are
given by the amount of time they were
able to spend outside the leprosarium. For
people like Cornel, who managed to leave
the institution and start a family, to make
new relationships or ind a suitable job no
matter his physical conditions, disease had
a smaller impact than for those who, ater
several years of work, had to return to the
hospital permanently. Moreover, in the
case of those born in Tichileşti, who were
diagnosed early on in their lives, a break in
the biography caused by disease cannot be
accounted for.
Regardless of the moment when the
disease was felt for the irst time, those
afected by it must develop strategies to
adapt to the new situation. hese strategies
are necessary for using the body in the new
context, but also in order to manage social
interactions through the new ill identity.
hey arise due to the need to maintain a
sense of life stronger than the symptoms or
efects of the disease (Williams 2000). hese
meanings are built on previous experiences
through which the patient reconstructs
his or her identity. Understanding these
identities and behaviors “must take into
account the way in which one uses the
disease situation as an arena where there are
always transactions with others” (Radley
1989). he efects of leprosy are not the
result of the disease, but of the social context
in which the patient lives and interacts with
others. he disease is the way in which sick
family members or the extended social
network perceive, live with or respond to
symptoms and disability (Kleinman 1988),
or, as Jean-Luc Nancy has experienced
it, is “inscribed in a complex process tied
with strangers and strange things” (2000,
21). Doctors, nurses and medical devices
or treatments are one of the important
strangers that become a permanent presence
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for the former diseased living in Tichilești.
Of course, the biomedical matrix is not the
only one shaping the subjective experience of
institutionalization. Information exchange
with others who share the same experience,
inhabitants of neighboring villages, visitors
or acquaintances are sources of adaptation
of the medical discourse to a more subjective
personal background.

........
The Sick Body – Subject to the Traces
of Leprosy
he
individual,
subjective
disease
is constructed in a ield of complex
interactions between types of knowledge
(Martin 1994), but also of perceptions,
images and relationships it develops within
the body (Janzen 2002). “Knowledge is
built on experience and its contextual
contingencies” (Adams et alii 2014:191),
shaping subjective medical constructions of
those who have to adopt a new sick identity.
Leprosy is a disease with complex efects
that requires constant care of the body.
“Leprosy is a pretentious dame. his is what
I call it. hose who cared, who listened, for
example me. An old man said: “o you see
that guy? his is how you’ll end up, unless you
listen to what I say, how to act, how to dress
when it’s cold or something else, as leprosy
loses the senses. his is the beginning of
Margareta’s disease story, a woman of over
80 years old, who moved to Tichileşti in
1946. Other people, when asked to describe
the disease, quote her. he pretentious dame
must be taken care of and continuously
monitored. Life orbits around the disease
which, in the absence of proper treatment
and lifestyle, can take control of the body.
It is very diicult. It is very demanding.
So, irstly, you cannot drink, you must eat
heartily... so my parents, my aunt, you can
see her, when admitted for the irst time in
the hospital, they followed the treatment and
said it was very strong. And they complied,
100

so they followed the treatment and did not
have any problems. Margareta, who went
through the same diiculties of managing
the disease, reinforces Marița’s perception.
Actually, this is common amongst most of
my interlocutors. When asked to describe
the disease, very few mentioned direct,
medical symptoms. hey rather focused
on telling stories about limitations the
treatment imposed on them. It is a diferent
description than the biomedical one, where
leprosy is considered just an infectious
disease that causes severe skin lesions and
breakdown of the nervous system of the
arms and legs.
he body should be seen as an agent
of subjectivities in order to understand
variations of experiences of individuals
with a deformed exterior (Staples cited.
Csordas 2003:297). he body is experienced
from within, not from the outside, as the
biomedical paradigm considers (Slatman &
Widdershoven 2010, 5). It is a body whose
self is connected to its incorporation (Leder
2002) and which embodies a symbolic value
before iguring biology (Le Breton 2006, 45).
For the former leprosy suferers living in
Tichileşti, this model of the body provides
a framework for understanding the
experience of illness. Drew Leder says that,
usually, the body disappears on a daily basis,
reappearing only when pain or illness is felt
(1990). For healthy individuals, the body
is rarely the thematic object of experience
(ibidem 3). For my interlocutors, the
efects of the illness produced a permanent
presence in the body. It is a strange disease
that leaves its marks on the body even ater
it has been cured. Side efects of leprosy
are not necessarily experienced from a
medical perspective, but from the ways they
inluence the patient’s life.
Hope ceases to be part of former leprosy
suferer’s future and I have noticed that it
is one of the key issues in understanding
the social efects of this disease. Loss of
hope kills any strategies or any plans for
the future. Hope vanishes, leaving behind
individuals without any potential future
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(Novas 2006). Leprosy-related coninement
adds a sense of failure to the general
experience of this disease. It is a failure seen
through the eyes of others, creating a loss of
conidence resulting in marginalization (Le
Breton 2013). Furthermore, being ejected
from one’s group leads to what Collaud calls
“a shame of being” (Collaud apud Le Breton
2013), a “loss of dignity disconnected from
circumstantial reference, a social relation
that doesn’t tolerate any hesitation between
conidence and the conidence conferred
by others” (Le Breton 2013). his loss of
hope is inluenced by restrictions such
as being unable to work or to experience
a disappeared body which provides
individuals with the full autonomy needed
for performing regular social roles.
Leonard, the last person admitted to
Tichileşti, arrived here in 1977 at the age
of 13. At 18 years old, as the treatment
was efective, and as the disease was
not contagious, he managed to leave
the leprosarium due to a policy of the
communist regime that aimed to reintegrate
former leprosy suferers; their independence
would cost the state less money. hus, ater
four years of coninement, Leonard was
employed at the Sulina shipyard where he
trained as a carpenter. his qualiication, he
says, was the result of chance rather than
of will, as he spent time with a worker who
taught him how to work the wood. Ater ive
years, he got a job in Tulcea, at a lumber mill,
which he also let ater several years when
he returned to Sulina as a carpenter in the
construction ield. As he mentions, “where
and if there was hard work to do, I was
there.” However, the hard work accelerated
the spreading of the disease; as I felt it
reappear, winter was the most dangerous
for us. I had to carry lime or cement and I
could not do it anymore. His ingers curled
at 67 years old. Gradually, he also lost his
senses. I have told you, you get used to it.
Working with logs was something I could
handle; you didn’t need a ine touch. But
when it’s about a small nail or something, I
could not do it. Something raw, rough work,

was OK. he loss of his senses triggered the
impossibility of performing tasks and forced
Leonard to return on a full-time basis to
the leprosarium where he operated a small
workshop for repairing objects belonging to
the employees or to other tenants; I’m not
an employee or anything, I do it for myself in
order not to forget what I have learned.
Leonard’s story is not unique. Nea
Nelu is 69 years old and he irst came to
Tichileşti in 1964; he let ater a few years
of treatment, only to return in 1986 as his
disease reappeared. He let the leprosarium
again in 1988, but he returned for good in
1995. Outside, Nea Nelu worked as a tractor
operator for several farms in Dobrogea. Same
as with Leonard, the discussion quickly
turns to the social efects of the disease that
leprosy suferers have to overcome. There
were great heats waves in Constanța and it
was even hotter inside the tractor cabin. (...)
I was harvesting in July. hat literally boiled
me. It did not hurt, but I saw something here.
I had a blister. he stubbornness to work in
a harmful environment eventually forced
Nea Nelu to give up his full-time job. Today,
altered senses force him to keep a constant
watch over his body. I have a strong cold in
winter, I have a syndrome with the stove: if I
touch it, I get a blister full of water that can
break, and it takes a month or so to heal,
and I need to change my bandage, again and
again. hat’s my illness, he says, stressing
that daily care is imperative. He must be
aware of the sun, of cold or touching hot
stoves or pots that might cause injuries
that, without the senses, could easily infect
and cause even greater problems. Cold in
itself is a reason for caution. Disease leaves
the body less sensitive to cold, which can
cause frostbitten limbs, followed by inger
amputation.
he story of Mrs. Miruna’s mother
clearly shows the importance of an
increased attention when it comes to a body
afected by leprosy. One day, while working
in her small garden, the woman stepped
on a nail that had been forgotten on the
ground. She did not feel it. he nail, found
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in the evening, had deepened the wound
and caused a strong infection that could not
be treated and led to the amputation of her
foot. Regarding her parents, Mrs. Miruna
says that they burned, they froze while
clearing snow, they worked and stepped on
nails or thorns, that’s why they got it.
he lack of senses has also afected
Marița, who was born from two diseased
parents that got married at the leprosarium.
She also developed a social symptomatology;
the disease is not only a sum of pains and
injuries, but also their efects on the patient’s
daily life. Right from the irst discussion,
when I asked her how the disease manifests
itself and what its symptoms were, Marița
replied that it’s the hand that leaves me irst.
he let hand... I cannot catch, it doesn’t
feel safe, I drop plates, glasses, so I don’t feel
safe with it. So, the nervous system is… the
nervous system is attacked and abandons
you. he destruction of the nervous system
is especially problematic for those who
managed to leave Tichileşti. Cornel lived
there until he got married. His parents’
disease tied his whole childhood to the
hospital. At 33, Cornel went to Brăila to
live with his wife. Like others, he was able
to work in Constanța while young. hus, he
says, he discontinued the treatment earlier
than needed. In addition, because of the
people he befriended, for several years he
lead an unhealthy lifestyle that resulted
in a paralyzed let leg and problems with
his right eye that he can hardly close. He
believes that because of this partial paralysis
he could not work properly, even if his body
was not carrying the disease anymore:
“his disease socially afected me from an
inactivity point of view. I couldn’t get a job,
ind a place to work, make sustained physical
efort; for example, the paralysis was very
easy to detect from the beginning, even at irst
glance. As you can see, this is quite striking.
And people have questions and confusions,
what you were doing, what happened. I
answered to some, I haven’t to others, but
in terms of integration into society, I have
never sufered and I haven’t considered this
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disability as a great defeat. I helped my family
as much as I could, I worked in places where I
could do something. God gave me cars instead
of legs, at the time when I needed them, and I
was able to use them instead of walking.”
He also personiies the disease as
a pretentious lady that requires one’s
attention in order to take permanent care of
her. Cold and heat give... these temperature
diferences create, due to the lack of a
normal immunity… a leprosy patient has no
immunity to the outside world… you know
that Romanian saying: neither hot, nor cold.
Proper temperature. But leprosy patients
know this fact and they pay attention to it.
It’s uncomfortable.
Last, but not least, the restrictions
leprosy imposes on the diseased body
can be observed in the hospital furniture.
Daily spaces like toilets or showers require
adaptations to make them usable by
patients with mobility problems. Eva, a
nurse, recounts the case of a patient with
an amputated foot who was sent to bathe,
even though he experienced problems
with balance and stability. One of them
took a bath on the Saturday before Easter;
I sent him to the bathroom and he couldn’t
ind another way to get into the tub than to
kneel. And by standing on his knees he got a
wound. hey have special seats that attach to
the tub, but he didn’t think about them, so he
used his knees.
Fig. 5. The bathing chair
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........
Subjective Categories of Disease:
Individualization of Leprosy
Interactions between the personal explanatory model of former lepers and
information received from the medical
staf in Tichileşti are responsible for illing
a void of meaning produced by the failure
of success outside the leprosarium. Coming
back to an institution that claims control
of the body through medical practices
and objects also translates into decreased
individual autonomy. he body, unable to
maintain personal autonomy due to the
marks of the disease it exposes, forces former
leprosy suferers into institutionalization.
he healthy body, the founding base of
individualization according to Le Breton
(2004) is opposed to the one carrying the
signs of a socially disabling disease, which
imposes a conined life on its owner. hus,
the individual seeks to understand the
meanings of his body and disease through
the medical model of the institution, but
also with the help of the social networks
developing among the other inhabitants.
he way patients conceptualize illness may
change deeply within the clinic through
interactions with the medical staf and other
patients (White 2005). he clinic is the place
where the biomedical model meets the strict,
subjective patient with no previous access
to scientiic knowledge (Le Breton 2002).
Michel de Certeau talks of the locus within
each individual hosting “an incoherent (and
oten contradictory) plurality of interaction
between relational determinations”, deined
by the terms constructing them (1988).
Such knowledge of the patient is formed in
an area of intersection of complex systems,
a place where knowledge is created and
simultaneously internalized (Martin 1994).
hese forms of knowledge are reinforced
by interactions creating social groupings
developed around private and intimate
experiences, around what Judith Allsop
and her colleagues, referring to Habermas,
named “the life-world of ordinary people”

(2004).
Leprosy acquires the individual features
of an enemy whom one must fear for life
in order to prevent his return which could
cause damage. he disease is personiied
and integrated into a symbolic universe
managed by the individual which he is
able to handle. I see this as a strategy by
which the patient gives meaning to the
gap appearing ater the diagnosis. Verbs
associated with leprosy are eloquent. For
Romulus disease “responds” and “attacks”,
but can also “stand” when the treatment is
efective. For Cornel, leprosy is the disease
that is not a friend, neither cold, nor hot, so
it’s like some sort of a lady who must be cared
for and protected. For Marița, the disease is
very diicult, very demanding and does not
work at once, you know, it works in time, and
for Margareta the pretentious dame should
be permanently cared for.
he disease is personalized from one
individual to another. Discussions revealed
an oten highly individualized disease,
without highly internalized medical
categories of disease. Margareta describes
her illness: I had my leprosy. I was not hurt.
Do you know how I was aware of it? he senses.
None of the people I talked to provided a
thorough medical description of the disease
when we discussed its manifestations.
Unlike medical categories based on strict,
scientiic, precise indicators such as the
number of bacteria found inside the body,
the number of granulomas appearing on
the skin of the patient or their size and
color, personal experiences are relevant as
they include a strong personal side. his
is the way the disease was experienced
by the patient and the consequences its
efects produced on him; as we have seen,
experiences are not universal as the disease
is strongly anchored in the patient’s social
world.
To illustrate, I will give the loor to my
interviewees, their descriptions being the
best tool to evoke this process. For Romulus,
the disease is diferent for each person as
there are several categories. It reacts in many
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ways, not only in one speciic way. It’s a disease
which attacks. It’s a disease you don’t feel. It’s
a disease that attacks you and deforms your
body. Head, skin, hands, feet, nose, mouth,
eyes… all that stuf. Leonard talks about the
ways in which the disease afects others.
Cornel is, if you look at him better… there
are many kinds of leprosy. We close our eyes
with our eyelids, but he must roll his eyes.
Yes, the nervous system damaged his eyes.
He sleeps with his eyes open. Margareta has
wrinkles on her face. Tuberculoid leprosy
and lepromatous leprosy… leprosy dries you,
as people say. It doesn’t attack the hands and
feet, it attacks the hair, that’s another one...
there are many... with other wounds that
won’t heal. Also, Uncle Igor who just died…
he had wounds for more than 30 years. He
had no tissue let, and he had such strong
hands. His eyebrows were gone, his hair fell
of, all of that in 30 years. I don’t know why he
didn’t heal. You could see his bones with all
those plagues. Knowledge is not medically
accurate even when describing their own
disease: neither I... I cannot igure out what I
have or have not.
However, the side efects are clear: this
disease, this leprosy, appears as a sort of
gloss. Healthy parts of the body sweat, but
where it afects you, you have no sense, you
have like a luster and you don’t sweat... Here
and there it’s the same. I sweat, when I work,
when I do all kinds of things. I sweated like a
pig, but in those areas there was nothing. You
must be very careful with the cold; otherwise
you don’t have a thing. On others’ disease?
Stan… his mother was sick, he has nothing,
he doesn’t have leprosy. He has... maybe
he’s a little gone of his rocker, but as his
mother was sick... they hospitalized him too.
Romulus, over there, the same. His mother
was ill, leprosy, but he’s healthy, that’s not
leprosy. hat’s nothing. His inger… that was
an accident. It’s not the disease, it’s just an
accident.
For Nea Nelu, there are nine kinds of
leprosy, some more important than others.
For him, Camil doesn’t sufer from the
disease. He has children’s disease… I don’t
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know if you’ve heard about it. He starts
seizing, and if there’s nobody next to him,
he could swallow his tongue and die. His
mother had leprosy. His mother brought him
there. He was not ill, he was just a bus driver.
His opinions are even more interesting as
Camil is, according to his medical ile, the
individual with the most visible signs of the
disease on his body; he is also being treated
for a wound that will not cure as he has also
experienced problems due to the lack of
senses.
For Miruna, here in Tichilești we had just
two types of the disease, unlike Asia, India or
China where it could be a lot worst. I know
this from Professor Vulcan. So, with this
type of disease, the feet, hands, eyes and so
on could develop granulomas and you could
sufocate. Many have sufocated around here.
Cornel also perceives several types of the
disease: One has a milder form, another one
has a more delicate one, and another has one
that leaves most severe sequelae due to lack
of treatment. So the problem is the following:
it has at least six, seven forms. Some with
pain, some without pain, others with
malformations caused by the fact that the
patient was not treated. However, his disease
is also personiied, as it can be “mastered”
through treatment. he types of disease are
constructed through the ways in which they
manifest themselves. In a small space, such
as the one of Tichileşti, those who sufer
from leprosy have the opportunity to build
their vision of this disease through personal
experiences and that of other patients with
whom they interact. Moreover, since this is
a hospital setting, medicine also has some
inluence from one case to another.

........
Conclusions
Leprosy is an atypical disease. Although,
nowadays, it is treatable, and the patient can
heal from a medical point of view, leprosy
can mark the body for his or her whole life.
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Currently, institutions such as Tichileşti are
no longer used to treat a disease that is not
contagious ater the irst days of treatment.
he current treatment plan is administered
at home, so the patient can continue to live
as she or he did before being diagnosed.
However, since this is a long-term treatment
(depending on the type of disease, the
duration can vary between one to four years)
which imposes strict rules on patients’
daily activities and practices, many ind it
diicult to follow it properly; this was true
both for those who were treated inside the
institution and for those who were treated
at home. For these reasons, many of those
who have been diagnosed with leprosy bear
the efects of the disease on their body, even
if they are completely healed. hus, leprosy
ceases to be a medical illness, turning into
one that exists at the social level. Signs of
the disease continue to oversee the patient’s
life, which is why many of those who
have reached Tichileşti had to settle there
permanently. Tichileşti is a very interesting
case of a medical institution caring for
medically healthy individuals. It is a
medical institution which, in order to hide
the bodies of those carrying a burdening
disease, tries to control them. In this setting,
the leprosarium has also become the only
housing option for the diseased as society
doesn’t provide any other alternative, the
hospital accommodating all those for whom
regular life is forbidden.
hus, the hospital becomes a place
institutionalizing the loss of hope, as the
patients know that once they are conined
here, they will not be able to perform
current or future social roles. he institution
regulates the individual’s life and world
through medicalization, access to food,
clothing or money; it is an institutionally
created life-world, which is not entirely
adopted by the inhabitants of the hospital.
Yet, this institutional, general, life-world is
shaped by individuals according to personal
backgrounds, constructing a series of
local, personalized contexts adapted to big
ones. he personalized life-world forms of

resistance to medical models through the
domestication of both disease and space
have evolved. Leprosy is personalized
as it causes subjective experiences. Each
individual disease is deined according
to unique experiences. It is not a single
disease experienced through its objective
symptoms, but several illnesses constructed
by individual biographies. he personal
disease, thus, needs to be dealt with in a
personal way, via personal treatment plans
adapted to individual side-efects of leprosy
or knowledge questioning the universal
character of medical explanations.
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